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Slow Recovery From Outages

 » Time-consuming, manual 
troubleshooting workflows slow down 
identification of root causes and 
recovery from outages

Staying Compliant 
 » Fear of being out of compliance and the 

penalties that it could bring

 » Always worrying that any network 
changes may create non-compliance

 » Keeping up-to-date with the latest 
security advisories and updates

IT Staff Efficiency

 » Expensive to use manual record keeping 
up-to-date on constant changes to 
network topology, settings   
and configuration

 » Difficult and complicated to implement 
and maintain an efficient change system

Riverbed® SteelCentral™ NetAuditor is a comprehensive configuration management solution for 
network audit, diagramming, troubleshooting, and change control. NetAuditor uses a web interface 
to create context-specific maps and diagrams to help troubleshoot network issues. Additionally, 
NetAuditor’s intelligent analysis and reporting engine performs automated network-wide compliance 
checks, and analyzes the latest network state to see if there are any device misconfigurations, policy 
violations, configuration inefficiencies, or security violations. With Provisioner, users can also manage 
configuration changes and perform software upgrades on network devices with extensive audit trails 
and detailed management reports.

• Create on-demand maps and diagrams, including application network paths using a web interface 
to troubleshoot networking problems 

• Performs in-depth analysis of a variety of networking elements including routers, switches, load 
balancers, firewalls, and WAN optimizers including Riverbed SteelHead

• Create automated, high-definition network diagrams using configuration and operational data 
including the physical, logical and virtual components

• Offers over 1,500 out-of-the-box rules based on industry best-practices, security standards, and field 
expertise as well as customized rules and templates for organizational standards and requirements

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

• With a web interface, accelerate and simplify troubleshooting with on-demand insight into 
up-to-date topology and configuration data, and instant identification of recent network 
changes and compliance violations

• Ensure compliance with regulatory, organizational, and security policies 

• Reduce operational costs and enhance staff productivity with automated reporting   
and diagramming

• Plan for timely handling of hardware and software end-of-life announcements

• Enable ITIL best practices for change management by maintaining an up-to-date inventory 
of logical and physical dependencies and network changes

KEY BENEFITS
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Benefits
• Eliminates slow and error-prone manual methods with an automated, 

role-based network configuration management service

• Using a web interface, allow multiple, simultaneous users to make 
changes to different network segments

• Control and track changes using central change repository 

Features
• Automated bulk change control using pre- and post-checks

• Multi-vendor device support

• Restore device state using backout scripts or archived configurations

• Upload configurations to newly discovered devices

• Maintain detailed logs and management reports to track changes

• Perform operating system software upgrades

• Integration with third party tools using REST APIs

• Can be deployed in a high-availability configuration

PROVISIONER MODULE FOR STEELCENTRAL NETAUDITOR 
The Provisioner module for SteelCentral NetAuditor is a configuration change management solution that allows tight control over changes made 
to network devices and completes the end-to-end network change lifecycle. Provisioner can also restore devices to a well-known state and perform 
software upgrades. With detailed reports and logs, all device interactions are tracked.

KEY FEATURES
Troubleshooting
• Create on-demand, context-specific maps and diagrams with   

a web interface

• Generate application network paths to troubleshoot application 
performance issues

• Highlight configuration differences and configuration violations

• Easily share results using web URL or download results to an  
HTML/Visio format

Automated Diagramming
• Automatically generate high-definition network diagrams using 

configuration and operational data 

• Provide detailed insight into physical, logical and virtual components

• Generate professional quality HTML or Visio diagrams 

• Interactive multi-layer navigation

• Customizable diagram layout and annotations

• Archive diagrams to maintain historical information and track changes

Policy Compliance and Reporting
• Rules-based analysis: Over 1,500 rules

 » Regulatory compliance  - FISMA, SOX, HIPAA

 » Security standards and guidelines - NIST 800-53, SAFE, PCI, DISA STIG

 »  Best practice guidelines by Cisco, NSA, and others

 » Organizational policies

 » Configuration correctness 

 » Fully-customizable rules suite

• Detect configuration problems before they disrupt network operations

• Validates device configurations against a “golden” configuration

• Perform security checks by analyzing ACLs, firewall policies, and other 
security controls

• Trend audit results over time

• Generate detailed inventory reports

• Track network changes using network difference reports

• Plan for upgrades using hardware/software EOL notices

Production 
Network
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THE WEB-BASED INTERFACE FOR NETAUDITOR ACCELERATES AND 
SIMPLIFIES TROUBLESHOOTING WORKFLOWS 

WITH INSTANT IDENTIFICATION OF RECENT NETWORK CHANGES AND 
AUDIT VIOLATIONS.

FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS 
• Out-of-the-box auditing of BGP, IS-IS, OSPF, MPLS, and VPN configurations

• Service summary reports describing configured L2/L3 VPNs and VPLS instances

• IPv6 readiness assessments to evaluate a network’s ability to support required features prior to migration or deployment

• Specialized rules to verify subscription/oversubscription thresholds based on client interfaces and services

• BGP diagram showing neighbor relationships with internal and external peers and route reflectors

• IPv6 topology diagrams
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TESTIMONIALS
“Layout controls and automation of [NetAuditor] 
are awesome. We had tried other mapping 
solutions and they just dropped everything  
in the middle!” 

– Network Engineer, A US State Hospital System

“Based on the customized audit reports in 
[NetAuditor], we were able to enforce a global 
standard across the entire organization. The entire 
process is now automated, not only leading to 
significant cost savings, but also detecting policy 
violations much faster, before they affect service 
availability. As a result, we have been able to 
reduce network outages by as much as 30%.” 

– Network Architect, Global News Organization 

“[NetAuditor] takes the manual labor out of 
running a network audit. It automates the whole 
process of configuration collection, analysis, and 
reporting. The reports are created like clockwork 
every night and they identify a wide array of 
potential configuration issues that would be 
virtually impossible to identify manually.” 

– Senior Network Analyst, US Energy Utility

“[NetAuditor] was selected to add value by 
allowing us to optimize network performance, 
including right-sizing links, minimizing mistakes 
in router configurations and even pointing out 
inefficient configurations. We have already 
experienced the benefit of using [Riverbed] 
software through the reduced number of 
customer trouble tickets.” 

– Senior Consultant, Global IT Services     
   Management Organization

“Misconfigurations were reduced by more than 
70% in just a few months through regular 
network configuration analysis. Our credit card 
services network is now operating with higher 
than ever infrastructure availability - over 99.5%. 
Routing, IP addressing, Hot Standby, ACLs - all of 
these are too important and too complex to be 
managed manually.” 

– VP, Infrastructure Performance Management,  
   Major US Bank

SteelCentral NetCollector
Industry-leading deep network discovery to acquire comprehensive data 
from the network. Riverbed® SteelCentral™ NetCollector acts as the 
central topology, traffic, configuration and events data repository and 
event integration engine for Riverbed’s SteelCentral Network Planning and 
Configuration Management (NPCM) suite.

SteelCentral NetPlanner
Automates analysis and planning of multi-technology, multi-vendor 
networks. It performs “what if” analyses to manage risk and cost 
associated with network growth and change – accelerating application 
deployments and migration to new technologies, such as VoIP, VPNs, 
IPv6, and more. Riverbed® SteelCentral™ NetPlanner’s predictive design 
environment trends traffic growth for capacity planning, optimizes network 
designs to reduce the risk of downtime, and proposes QoS configurations 
to achieve desired network and application performance.

RELATED PRODUCTS

Riverbed Technology, Inc., at more than $1 billion in annual revenue, is the leader in Application Performance Infrastructure, delivering the 
most complete platform for location-independent computing. Location-independent computing turns location and distance into a competitive 
advantage by allowing IT to have the flexibility to host applications and data in the most optimal locations while ensuring applications perform 
as expected, data is always available when needed, and performance issues are detected and fixed before end users notice. Riverbed’s 25,000+ 
customers include 97% of the Fortune 100 and 96% of the Forbes Global 100. Learn more at www.riverbed.com.
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